Fast Facts
PAC-3®

The PAC-3 family of missiles are the only combat proven Hit-to-Kill interceptors that defend against incoming threats - including tactical ballistic missiles, cruise missiles and aircraft - using direct body-to-body contact that delivers exponentially more kinetic energy on the target than can be achieved with blast-fragmentation kill mechanisms.

Building on the combat-proven PAC-3 CRI, the PAC-3 MSE expands the lethal battlespace with a two-pulse solid rocket motor, providing increased performance in altitude and range.

Milestones

14 nations have procured PAC-3s

1000+ PAC-3 MSEs under contract FY20-23

70+ successful PAC-3 flight tests

PAC-3 MSE Full-Rate Production (FRP) began 2018

Economic Impact

More than... 7,200 direct & indirect jobs

More than... 400 suppliers 37 states

Nationwide supply chain
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